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Spin ordering and quasiparticles in spin-triplet superconducting liquids
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Spin ordering and its effect on low-energy quasiparticles in ap-wave superconducting liquid are investi-
gated. We study the properties of a two-dimensional~2D! p-wave superconducting liquid where the ground
state is spin rotation invariant. In quantum spin disordered liquids, the low-energy quasiparticles are bound
states of the bare Bogolubov–De Gennes~BdeG! quasiparticles and zero energy skyrmions, which are charge
neutral bosons at the low-energy limit. Further more, spin collective excitations are fractionalized ones carry-
ing a half-spin and obeying fermionic statistics. In thermally spin disordered limits, the quasiparticles are
bound states of bare BdeG quasiparticles. The latter situation can be realized in some layeredp-wave super-
conductors where the spin-orbit coupling is weak.
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Our fascination towards excitations carrying quantu
numbers distinct from electrons in condensed-matter syst
dated back at least 20 years ago.1–4 It is now widely accepted
that there are a variety of strongly interacting systems wh
quasiparticles carry only a fraction of quantum numbers
electron has. All known examples, though have been disc
ered in very diversified condensed-matter systems that
no similarities at first sight, appear to share one remarka
common feature. It is topological excitations interacting w
electrons one way or the other which make all sorts of ex
quasiparticles or collective excitations possible. This also
in the heart of earlier examples discovered in field theo
and mathematical physics.5–7

In this communication, we scrutinize the spin orderi
and its influences on excitations, particularly, on the fracti
alization of quasiparticles and collective spin excitations
2D spin-triplet p-wave superconductors. Spin-triplet supe
conducting states are believed to exist in3He, many heavy-
fermion superconductors and most recently layer perovs
Sr2RuO4 crystals.8–11 We report the existence of a 2D two
dimensional spin-tripletp-wave superconducting state that
spin rotation invariant. This new state is characterized b
finite range spin correlation andhc/4e vortices as the el-
ementary topological excitations. The elementary quasipa
cles are Bogolubov–De Gennes~BdeG! quasiparticles
hosted in zero energy skyrmions. The spin collective exc
tions are shown to be fractionalized ones carrying a half-s
and obeying fermionic statistics, by contrast to the spin-w
excitations in spin orderedp-wave superconducting state
~SOpSSs!. We should mention that the general fractionaliz
tion pattern in somep-wave superconductors was recen
classified in Ref. 12.

For a p-wave superconductor with an order parame
d(k)5D0(kx1 iky)exp(ix)n, the Hamiltonian8,9 in the
Nambu space ofC5(c1,i t2c) can be written as

H5s3e1 (
i 5x,y

s i$] i ,D̂%1 , ~1!

where D̂ is defined asD̂5D0exp(is3x)(n•t) and e(k)
5\2k2/2m2eF . We uses as the Nambu space Pauli matr
andt as the spin space one. We assume the spin-orbit in
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actions are weak andn is a unit vector in a sphereS2. The
internal space of the symmetry broken state isR5@S1

3S2#/Z2. The order parameter observes a discrete sym
try: D̂(n,x)→D̂(2n,x1p) and represents a quantum sp
nematicp-wave superconducting state.

Spin-phase separation. To obtain an effective theory, we
integrate over the fermionic degrees of freedom and mak
gradient expansion.13 At low temperatures, we report the re
sult as

L5SabPsaPsb2T 0F21
1

8p
~E21B2!1S ab

ab¹ana¹bnb

2T ab] tna] tnb1
N
4p

emnlAmFnl . ~2!

Ps5
1
2 ¹x1eAem andF5 1

2 ] tx1efem are the gauge invari-
ant momentum and potentials, respectively. The supersc
em is introduced to distinguish the usual electric magne
vector potentialAem from the topological fieldA defined
below in terms ofn. T 0n0

21 is a unity atT50 and varies
smoothly as a function of the temperature,n0 is the averaged
density of states at the fermi surface.Fmn5 1

2 n•]mn3]nn,
and A is the vector potential ofFmn . S ab

ab5dabSab , Sab

5r0/2mS̃ab ; andT ab5dabn0T̃. Finally, S̃ab , T̃, andN are
calculated as

S̃ab5
2m

r0
E d2k

~2p!2
vavbF~k!, T̃5

1

n0
E d2k

~2p!2
F~k!;

N5E d2k

4p
eabg

Ma

D0
2

Mb

]kx

Mg

]ky
F~k!;

F~k,T!52
]

]e2~k!

2D0
2~T!

E~k!
tanS E~k!

2kT D . ~3!

r0 , m andeF are the density, mass, and Fermi energy resp
tively; E(k)5Ae2(k)1D0

2k2/kF
2, andD0 is the temperature

dependent gap. At zero temperature,N is quantized to be
unity in 2D. The director M is defined as M (k)
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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5@vDkx ,vDky ,e(k)#; vD5D0 /kF . When the directorn is a
planar vector confined in theu5p/2 equator, i.e.,n
5(cosf,sinf,0), the spatial gradient terms coincide wi
previous results for theA phase of3He.14,15 The action is
valid when the frequency and the wave vector are sma
thanD0(T) andj0

21(T)5D0(T)/vF respectively.
Equation~2! suggests a few important properties of t

quantum spin nematicp-wave superconductors. First of a
the dynamics of spinn and phasex is completely decoupled
at the low frequency limit~except the entanglement due to
Z2 projection in the functional integral,12 which we will not
discuss in this paper!. It reflects spin-phase separation in
p-wave superconductor. Second, for an isotropic Fermi s
face that interests us in this article,Sab5dabrs(T)/2m, and
rs(T) is the temperature-dependent superfluid density
vanishes at the critical temperatureTc . So the spin and phas
dynamics are characterized by anO(3) s-model (NLsM)
and anxy model respectively. At the mean-field approxim
tion, n5ez and x is a constant. This corresponds to a co
ventional SOpSS. There are three Goldstone modes; tw
them are spin wavesdn5(1,6 i ,0) with a linear dispersion
In an isotropic case,S̃ab5dabS̃; the spin-wave velocity is

vs(T)5vFAS̃/2pT̃. And the last mode is the usual plasm
wave, with a dispersionv5A2pe2r0k/m in 2D at T50.

The topological term was previously derived in Refs. 1
17. This term, orignating from the broken time-reversal a
parity symmetries, determines the topological order in
fields Fmn and defines the structure of quasiparticles. Imp
cations of topological terms in other unconventional sup
conductors were also explored recently.18–20Here, we inves-
tigate the spin ordering, zero energy spin textures
quasiparticles based on Eq.~2!. Let us emphasize that Eq.~2!
is valid as far as the quasiparticles are gapped and the
dient expansion is possible; physically, it says all low-lyi
collective excitations below the BCS energy gap are c
rectly described by the action.

Spin ordering. Because of an extra branch of Goldsto
modes in the spin sector, the spin order is more fragile t
the phase order in the problem. In 2D, this provides a uni
possibility of spin disorderedp-wave superconducting state
~SDpSSs! where theS2-symmetry is restored and only th
U(1)-symmetry is broken. Such a state that is rotation
variant in nature differs from the conventional SOpS
where theS2 symmetry is broken and there is a long-ran
order inn.

The finite temperature phase diagrams of theO(3) non-
linear s model (NLsM) were previously analyzed in grea
details.21 In the current situation, just as the superfluid velo
ity rs(T), all coefficients in the action,S ab

ab , Tab , Sab , T
depend on temperatures because of quasiparticle excitat
Taking this into account, we arrive at the following results
2D.

WhenD0!eF , the spin order is established at zero te
perature and the correlation length,

j25
vs~T!

Ds~T!
, Ds5TexpS 2

2p@rs~T!/2m2G#

T D ~4!
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is finite only at finite temperatures~in a saddle-point approxi-
mation!. HereG;D0(T). For most ofp-wave superconduct
ors, the gap energy is about 1 K and the Fermi energy
order 1 eV, the superconductors are spin ordered at z
temperature. However, the liquids are spin disordered~in the
absence of spin-orbit coupling! at any finite temperature a
shown in Eq.~4!. On the other hand, whenD0 is much larger
than the Fermi energy, the spin long-range order could
spoiled by quantum fluctuations and the rotation invarian
is preserved.22 We will be concerned with both situations
thermal and quantum2D SDpSSs in the following discus
sion.

Zero energy skyrmions. One of the most important featur
of the quantumSDpSS is the existence of topological ord
and consequently topological stable zero energy skyrmi
in the absence of spin stiffness. In (211) spacex5(t,r ), it
is convenient to introduce a field,Hh5 1

2 ehmnFmn . Ht5Fxy
representsU(1) magnetic fields alongz direction,Hx5Fyt
andHy5Ftx are thex,y components of the electric field. T
facilitate a calculation at finite temperatures, the perime
along t direction Lt is taken to be finite, i.e.,Lt5(kT)21.
Consider a rotating skyrmion terminated at the origin in
S23S1 space n(r,f)5@sinu(r)cos(f̃),sinu(r)sin(f̃),
cosu(r)# where

f̃5Qmf2g~t!,

u~r,t!52arcos
r

Ar21vs
2t2

Q~t!,

g~t1Lt!2g~t!5N2p. ~5!

One can confirm that¹•H5Qm2pd(t)d(r ), corresponding
to a space-time monopole of chargeQm in 211d. As r,t
approach infinity,H(r,t) becomes vanishingly small. Th
action of this Euclidean space monopole event is finitea
;1),

Sm.5
aD0

16pDs
1 igB ,gB5

QmN
4

@g~Lt!2g~t0!#. ~6!

However, it has a Berry’s phase due to the topological te
which characterizes a rotation of the skyrmion during its d
ration.gB(0) obviously depends on the temporal coordina
at which the skyrmion is terminated, leading to destruct
interferences between monopoles centered at different0
with different rotation anglesgB .

As a result, the fluctuations of space-time monop
events per unit volumn are (c;1)

^Qm
2 &5d~N!

D0

cj0
2

expS 2
aD0

16pDs
D . ~7!

Equation~7! shows that at any finiteN all monopole events
are suppressed due to destructive interferences. It also
plies that forNÞ0 the ground state has an infinitefold d
generacy compared with that ofN50.

There are at least two important intraconnected con
quences of the destructive interferences. First, Eq.~7! indi-
4-2
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cates the conservation of the skyrmion charges atNÞ0 in a
quantumSDpSS, that is in the absence of the spin rigidity
we definecw@$n(r )%#51/(2p)*dxdyHz as the total numbe
of skyrmions living on the 2D sheet, in the presence
space-time monopolesQm at $rm,tm%,

]cw~t!

]t
5( Qmd~t2tm!. ~8!

A space-time monopole essentially connects a trivial vacu
to a skyrmion configuration and causes a change in the
pological chargecw by one unit. AtN51, following Eqs.~8!
and ~7!, we conclude that a skyrmion whose energy co
vanish in the absence of the spin stiffness, is a well-defi
topological configuration in aquantumSDpSS. This remark-
able feature which does not exist atN50 is also a conse
quence of a zero energy fermionic mode hosted by ins
tons.

Second, the suppression of monopole events leads to
distinct behaviors of fieldsFmn in SDpSSs. The Wilson-loop
integral defined asWU(1)5^Pexp(irA•dr )& has different as-
ymptotical behaviors in the large loop limit in the presen
or absence of topological order incw . When the topological
charge cw is conserved at any finiteN, WU(1)
5exp(2LcC1) (Lc is the perimeter of the Wilson loop! and
the gauge fields are deconfining. This is true for aquantum
SDpSS at zero and finite temperatures as far asLt is longer
than the duration of space-time monopoles. However, i
thermalSDpSS,cw is unconserved and the gauge fields a
confining ~except around the quantum critical point which
will not discuss here!.

Quasiparticles. We now employ the generalize
Bogolubov–De Gennes equation to study the properties
quasiparticles in SDpSSs. In the presence of a topolog
configuration ofn(r ), it is convenient to introduce a gaug
transformationC→Us(n)Uc(x)C and work in a rotated
representation; then one obtains a new Hamiltonian

H5s3e~ i ¹̂ !1vD (
i 51,2

$s it3 ,i ¹̂i%1 . ~9!

Here vD5D0 /kF , i ¹̂5 i¹2Ac2As is a covariant deriva-
tive. We have definedUs

21d•tUs5t3 , Uc
21s iexp(is3x)Uc

5si . The vector potentials are defined in terms of theU(1)
rotation Uc and SU(2) rotation Us as Acm5 iU c

21]mUc

5s3(Am
em1 1

2 ]mx), Asm5 iU s
21]mUs5ta •Wm

a (m50,1,2,
stands for coordinates in 112 dimension space!. An explicit
calculation also shows thatWm

3 5Am . At last, the corre-
sponding Lagrangian density is

LBdeG5C1@ ]̂t2H~Am
em,Asm!#C, ~10!

and]t̂5]t2s3A0
em2t•As0.

Following Eq. ~9!, besides a usual electric magne
charge defined with respect toAe.m. fields, a BdeG quasipar
ticle also carries a unitU(1) charge with respect toAm fields
and is minimally coupled withFmn . The energy of a BdeG
particle is determined by the Wilson-loop integral ofA. In
quantumSDpSSs, the Wilson-loop integral decays expon
22051
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tially as a function of the perimeter of the loop. The intera
tions between BdeG quasiparticles mediated by the topol
cal fields Fmn are rather weak and the BdeG quasiparti
energy is finite. But most importantly, in this case, skyrmio
themselves carryU(1) charges with respect to the fieldsAm .
This is indicated in Eq.~2! if we introduce the skyrmion
density-current density as 4p jm5Nemnh]nAh and express
the topological term in a form of minimal couplingjmAm .
By minimizing the action ofL1LBdeG with respect toA0 ,
Aem and takingN51 at low-temperature limit, we do obtai
a saddle-point equation 4p^C1t3C&5ez¹3A, ^C1s3C&
50. This indicates that a skyrmion configuration carries
half-spin but no charge. In other words, a spin1

2 but charge-
less BdeG quasiparticle is hosted by, or confined with a sk
mion, with the confinement mediated by the spin fluctu
tions.

To examine the BdeG quasiparticles dressed with s
textures, we consider a skyrmion in polar coordinates (r,f).
The director has a spatial distribution asn(r,f)
5@sinu(r)sinf,sinu(r)cosf,cosu(r)#; u(r) is a smooth
function of r, the asymptotics of which isu(r50)50 and
u(r→`)5p. The correspondingA field can be chosen as

A5
12cosu~r!

2r sinu
ef ,¹3A5

sinu~r!

2r

]u~r!

]r
ez . ~11!

TheSU(2) field Wa at r→` can be shown to take a simpl
form; W i

35A i ( i 51,2), W0
350, andWm

1 5Wm
2 50.

A BdeG quasiparticle remains gapped in a texture. Ho
ever, following Eq. ~11! when a spin-1/2 BdeG particle
moves in a closed circle of radiusr in a skyrmion defect, it
acquires a Berry’s phase ofp@12cosu(r)# which ap-
proaches 2p at an infinityr. Consequently, under the inte
change of coordinates, the two-body wave function of co
posite quasiparticles acquires an additionalp phase because
of hosting skyrmions, andC(r1 ,r2)5C(r2 ,r1), which also
follows the linking number theorem for skyrmions.23 These
composite quasiparticles are therefore Bosons. We also
serve the BdeG quasiparticles are charge neutral ate(k)50
with respect to anem field; they also carry zeroU(1)
charges so to minimize the interaction between compo
excitations. The life time of the quasiparticles is limited b
the life time of zero energy skyrmions; for thequantumdis-
ordered case, the zero energy skyrmions are stable eve
low temperatures.

In thermalSDpSSs, the suppression of space-time mo
poles is incomplete sinceLt is longer than the monopoles
duration Ds

21 . The gauge field then is confining and th
BdeG quasiparticles form bound states, with zero or one t
spin. This unexpected feature should be observed in fu
experiments on some layeredp-wave superconductors.

Collective spin excitations. The nature of the collective
spin excitations in an SDpSS can be explored in a spi
representation of Eq.~2!. By introducing h1th5n, h
5(h1 ,h2)T and h1h51, we obtain forh the following
Lagrangian in SDpSSs:
4-3
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Lh5
1

2 f 2
u~ i ]m2Am!hu21

Ds~T!

D0~T!
h1h1

N
4p

emnlAmFnl .

~12!

And h is a bosonic field carrying a unit charge with respe

to A fields and spin 1/2. In Eq.~12!, 2f 252mD0 /AS̃T̃r0;
we have introduced the following rescaling:t→tj0 /vs , r
→rj0.

In quantum SDpSSs, anh quantum is bound with a skyr
mion such that the bound state becomes a fermion.24 Each
spin one spin wave excitation which is an elementary ex
tation in an SOpSS, is fractionalized into two elementa
fermionic spinors hosted in skyrmions in quantum SDpS
Each spinor-skyrmion composite is a spin-1/2 excitation c
rying no U(1) charge, by contrast to a bareh excitation. In
the thermal SDpSSs , the spin collective excitations are s
wave ones with spin one.

(\c/4e) vortices. For the sake of completeness, I am a
listing some properties of vortices. The linear defects in
symmetry broken state with an internal spaceR5@S1

3S2#/Z2 have been recently discussed extensively in
context of Bose-Einstein condensates of23Na.13 In SOpSSs,
the linear defects are superpositions ofhc/4e vortices andp
disclinations because of theZ2 symmetries in the problem
And a barehc/4e vortex is forbidden because of the cata
trophe of a cut. In SDpSSs, however,hc/4e vortices can
exist by their own right and are elementary excitations.

The SDpSS discussed here has the following order par
eters:^D̂&50, Tr^D̂D̂&Þ0, ^exp(ix)&Þ0. The existence of
u

y

.:

.
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SC* with ^D̂&50, Tr^D̂D̂&Þ0, ^exp(ix)&50, and other
fractionalized states examined in Ref. 12 appears to be
yond the model studied here. Physically, the SDpSS has
sephson oscillations of 2eV frequency while inSC* the fre-
quency is 4eV.

In the presence of spin-orbital couplings, the mean-fi
solution indicates that the director ofn points along6ez
direction and the internal space is@Z23S1#/Z2. However, at
an energy scale higher than the spin-orbit coupling onesn
would be free to rotate on a two sphere. The spin ord
disorder transition still takes place at a finite temperat
below the superconductor-metal transition temperatureTc
when the spin-orbit scattering rate is much smaller th
D0(0). As thespin is disordered, the above discussions
the spin textures and BdeG quasiparticles are still valid.

In conclusion, we also would like to remark that som
aspects of the BdeG quasiparticles in spin disordered su
conductors considered here reminisce the chiral-bag de
model for the nucleon.25,26The presence of spin-1/2 boson
chargeless BdeG excitations in a quantum SDpSS is an
ample of Fermi number fractionalization; it belongs to t
same class phenomenon as the midgap quasiparticles h
in domain wall excitations in one-dimension polyacetylen1

and the statistical transmutation proposed in some magn
models.24,27–29
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